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Student's Name
Your Nanre

Relationship to Child: L l Teacher Class Taught_

Gender Grade _ Age_ Birth Date
Today's Date

E Counselor fl Other

//
//

How well do you know this student? D Not well ! Moderately I Very well Have for months

N=Never S=

2. When given three things to do, remembers only the first or last

O = Often

NSO

4. Cannot disappointment, or insult off his/her mind

6. Becomes upset with new situations oSN

8. Has a short attention span oSN

10. Needs to be told to begin a task even when willing oSN

12. Does not bring home homework, assignment sheets, materials, etc. oSN

14. ls disturbed by change of teacher or class

16. Cannot find clothes, shoes, books, pencils, etc.

18. Has trouble concentrating on chores, schoolwork, etc.

SN

SN o

20, Backpack is disorganized

22. Makes careless errors oSN

24. Besists change of routine, foods, places, etc.

26. Has outbursts for little reason

28. Needs from adult to stay on task

30. Has trouble getting used to new situations (classes,

32. When sent to get something, forgets what he/she is supposed to get

34. Has problems with different ways of

36, Leaves work incomplete

38. Does not think before doing

40. Thinks too much about the same

NSO

N

42. lntenupts others NSO



N=Never S=Sometimes 0 = Often
Does not notice when his/her behavior causes negative

46. ls unaware of own behavior when in a gr0up

48, Reacts more strongly to situations than other children

50. Has trouble getting started on homework or chores

52. Does not plan ahead for school assignments

54. Has poor understanding of own strengths and weaknesses

56. Written work is poorly organized

58. Has trouble putting the brakes on his/her actions

60. Has trouble things, even for a few minutes

will stay disappointed for a

64. Angry or tearful outbursts are intense but end

66. Small events trigger big reactions

68. Leaves a trail of belongings wherever he/she goes

70. Has trouble of a different way to solve a problem when stuck

72. Becomes upset too

74. Has trouble waiting for turn

76. Tests poorly even when knows correct answers

78. Has poor

80. Has trouble moving from one activity to

82, Cannot stay on the same topic when

84. Says the same things over and over

86. Does not come prepared for class

NSO

NSO

NSO

NSO

It
l

SO


